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This article develops the notion that a government has a public responsibility to prevent electoral fraud in a way that extends beyond the protections conferred by an electorate’s directly correlative right to voting freedom. Focusing on electoral freedom and voter fraud in electoral systems, it presents theoretical arguments for holding governments responsible arising from the incomplete or unclear nature of juristic rights, powers, and duties. It holds that such public responsibilities are functionally necessary, in the interests of a truly inclusive participatory democracy. The article uses illustrations of fair elections globally, and in the United States in particular, including the divided 2014 US Supreme Court decision, US v. Texas, in which the majority denied the right to vote to prisoners and parolees who are disproportionately represented by ethnic minorities.
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I. Introduction

This article extends the arguments initiated in the book, Rights and Responsibilities, to the responsibility of federal and state governments to protect the important political interests of citizens as individuals, or as a collective whole, from acts of political corruption as illustrated by election fraud. Election fraud, as a threat to fair elections, serves as a useful illustration of the need for public responsibilities. In the absence of an express correlative right of legal duties imposed on governments and an express correlative right of voters to be protected from such fraud, public responsibility provides more robust legal protection of the political interests of a voting citizenry. This article challenges the conception of correlative jural relations popularised by Hohfeld a century ago, that a person, including a government, is subject to a duty only if another, citizen or the citizenry as a whole, has a correlative right by which to enforce that duty. It argues that this understanding of rights and duties is unduly restrictive because it fails to recognise important public interests,
such as voting integrity, that are not always protected by correlative rights. In particular, this article raises relevant legal and philosophical considerations in determining circumstances in which governments have affirmative responsibilities to redress perceived public wrongs, such as voter fraud, beyond their duties correlative to citizens’ rights.

The pressing need for delineating circumstances where governmental responsibility should be invoked is exemplified by the failure of governments, even those with long traditions of democracy, to provide a sufficient remedy to redress electoral fraud. The current study illustrates how the theory of responsibility developed in the author’s prior studies can apply to the public responsibilities of government, corporations and individuals for free and fair elections.4

This article proposes that such an approach will benefit from greater definition, particularly in reference to subjecting respective rights and duties to substantive principles of fairness. The author proposes that governmental responsibility for electoral fraud, arguably, should not be restricted to acts which are per se illegal, but extend to acts which are morally unacceptable in undermining the spirit of electoral laws, and arguably, violating the principles of democratic governance.5 Effectively, public responsibilities are needed where governance duties are absent, incompletely articulated, or difficult to enforce.

This article discusses the extent to which governments exercise those responsibilities in fact, and how citizens can redress lapses in such exercise, beyond their rights to vote against allegedly infracting governments. The examples are drawn primarily from election irregularities in the United States.

Such responsibilities are increasingly essential if governments are to be accountable to their citizens, and if substantive justice is truly at the core of governance in a modern participatory democracy. As an illustration, the author recommends that, in delineating the content of governmental responsibility, the effect of actions arising from the exercise of responsibility must be balanced so as to avoid having a disproportionately discriminatory effect on minority voters.

II. The Problem Stated

The conceptual case for restricting governments’ public responsibilities for electoral irregularities is that governments should only be subject to duties that are correlative to the electorate’s rights. If an electorate has no right to require its government to act, then that government has no duty to act. The same reasoning applies to candidates seeking public office and contributors to political campaigns. Those candidates and contributors should not be subject to duties beyond the correlative rights of the electorate.6

Take the following three-part example. Electoral Candidate X argues that he or she is not subject to a formal duty to refrain from engaging in racist or sexist speech in his or her electioneering campaign due to his or her constitutional right to freedom of expression under the 14th Amendment.7 Corporation Y contends that it is not subject to a duty to limit its contributions to a political party because it has not violated any election law, just as it has not violated any environmental duty not to pollute the environment.8 Government Z asserts that it is under no duty to redress such electoral irregularities in the absence of a correlative right requiring that it do so. In effect, Individual X, Corporation Y, and Government Z all contend that they are not responsible for their electoral practices, beyond their formal legal duties. They argue that, requiring otherwise, would subject them to uncertainty as to the scope and legal consequences of their actions, notwithstanding any contrary public interest in the integrity of the electoral process.

As a result, Citizen A’s voting right is tenuously protected against anyone who would violate it. A may have no right against X, Y and Z if they do not owe A any legal duty.9 According to this juristic conception of law,

4 Trakman and Gatien (n 1).
5 See generally, Michael Alvarez and others, Election Fraud: Detecting and Detering Electoral Manipulation (Brookings Institution Press 2008); Mikhail G Myagkov and others, The Forensics of Election Fraud: Russia and Ukraine (CUP 2009).
6 This conception of correlative rights and duties is ascribed to Hohfeld. See further (n 3), (n 45), (n 67) and (n 71).
9 See further (n 24).
X, Y and Z may owe an imperfect obligation to A grounded in morality, one which A cannot enforce legally if A does not have a correlative right to do so.10

This traditional account of correlative rights and duties is deficient due to the overreliance placed on the absence of formal legal duties owed to A by X, Y and Z. The first issue is whether Citizen A’s voting rights are incompletely articulated in law, inchoate in nature, or simply impracticable for A to enforce through legal rights. The second issue is whether X, Y, or Z should be subject to a legal responsibility to respect A’s incomplete, imperfect or unenforceable legal right to vote if they do not owe A a legal duty. This question of responsibility, in transcending X, Y and Z’s duties to A, encompasses: A’s material interests falling short of a right to participate in elections; the manner in which X, Y, or Z have infracted upon A’s rights; and any harm suffered by A in the absence of an enforceable legal duty owed by X, Y or Z.11 Instead, a viable theory of public responsibility ought to protect the material interests of citizens like A, including the interest of free and fair elections, that are inadequately protected by rights and duties which are incompletely articulated, regressive in nature, or, at best, emerging.12

The objective of such responsibilities is not to seek perfectly just, efficient or pareto optimal outcomes, such as to render Government Z captive to the common will, acting on the whim of capricious members of the electorate, such as A. Nor is their purpose to promote overbroad remedies, such as to grant voter concessions to overbroad classes of citizens like A on account of the action or inaction of Citizen X, Corporation Y, and Government Z. The purpose of imposing a responsibility is rather to promote transparent elections that are fundamental to democratic governance, to protect the liberty of individual voters, and to advance the collective will of the state as a whole including the electorate. The result is that X, Y, and Z each owe a public responsibility to A, even though they are not subject to a formal duty to A. Specifically, Individual X has a responsibility not to use racist speech in electioneering campaigns; Corporation Y has a responsibility not to violate election guidelines in making contributions to political parties. Government Z has a responsibility to scrutinise elections. These responsibilities accord with the substantive principles of equality and fairness in conducting elections.

The purpose of recognising public responsibilities as giving rise to corresponding legal remedies is to afford due protection to political interests that have yet to be recognised as rights and, consequently, are not protected by the duty-right correlative.13 Imposing such remedies will help ensure public responsibilities receive the level of observance they deserve in a participatory democracy and will have the effect of validating them as not only socially and politically, but also legally, justified.

A. The Responsibilities of Electoral Candidate X

Let us first consider the case against Electoral Candidate X’s responsibility to not use racist speech. The argument, in the hypothetical jurisdiction, is that X has a fundamental right to liberty including freedom of expression which all others, including governments and individuals, have a duty not to subvert. X’s right, identified with liberty itself, in effect, trumps Citizen A’s right not to be subjugated by X’s hate speech. As a result, X owes no responsibilities to A.

However much X’s “words wound”, any countervailing social interest in regulating racist speech is subservient to X’s right to use “fighting words”.14 Speech rights entrenched in international conventions, constitutions, and bills of rights are incorporated unevenly into domestic legal systems with varying degrees of regulation.15 However, the perceived sanctity of the fundamental right to liberty and freedom of expression often prevails over the protections afforded by any such regulation of racist speech.

It is arguable that Electoral Candidate X should be subject to a legal responsibility towards A, who, in turn, may lack alternative legal protection grounded in actionable affirmative rights. Typifying the restrictive construction of affirmative rights in developed countries is the narrow construction of community interests

---


11 On limitations in such a correlative right duty relationship, see Trakman and Gatien (n 1) Ch 1.

12 For arguments in favour of the expansion and clarification of conceptions of human rights globally, see generally Carol Gould, Globalising Democracy and Human Rights (CUP 2004).

13 See eg David Boaz, The Politics of Freedom: Taking on the Left, the Right, and Threats to our Liberties (Cato Institute 2008).

14 ibid.

15 For the distinction drawn between “universal” human rights and their uneven application in reality, see Jack Donnelly, Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice (3rd edn, Cornell UP 2013); for the argument that basic individual rights are justified from a universal moral point of, see William Talbott, Which Rights Should Be Universal? (OUP 2005).
in the U.S. In these systems, an individual’s affirmative rights are likely to be restrictively construed in the often strident constitutional protection of X’s right to speech autonomy.

B. The Responsibility of Corporation Y

Corporation Y will argue that it complied with laws governing contributions to political parties, which is a similar argument to its claim to not have a duty to protect the environment beyond its compliance with statutorily mandated emission controls. Corporation Y will contend that it ought not to be subject to a public responsibility falling outside of its legal duties. Y should not be responsible to limit its contributions to a political party in the absence of pre-existing laws or, at least, clear guidelines governing such contributions. Y’s defence is plausible: it should not be held legally liable for acts that were not illegal prior to its action.

The dilemma is that contribution guidelines to political parties are often unclear. Not all contributions are monetary or readily capable of being measured monetarily. The responsibility to subject corporate contributions to public scrutiny however, may be an effective measure of the transparency of contribution practice, despite the quantification issue. This problem is readily illustrated with regard to corporate responsibilities to engage in socially responsible investing. Included as part of that responsibility is not to invest, or to modify their investments in, countries in which governments have abused, inter alia, the electoral process. The problem is that governments are often unwilling to engage in reform on grounds that they are not under a strict legal duty to do so and because such reform is contrary to their business interests. A potential responsibility of Corporation Y’s in ensuring the transparency of its investment, including in an election, is a partial remedy in identifying abuses of investment guidelines and in the interests of public disclosure.

C. Imposing a Responsibility on Government Z

The public responsibility of Government Z arguably includes arriving at socially balanced remedies, such as deterring the abuse of voters’ rights without stifling democratic elections, and redressing voter irregularities without undermining confidence in governance itself. Another purpose is to render Government Z accountable for its actions – or as proposed, its responsibilities – in governance, not only through periodic elections that are often years apart, but through on-going remediation of malfunctioning electoral laws and regulations for the benefit of the electorate on whose behalf it is responsible to act.

---


21 On these arguments relating to responsibilities for free speech, see Leon E Trakman, ‘Transforming Free Speech: Rights & Responsibilities’ (1996) 56 Ohio St L 899–939.

22 Conley and Williams (n 8); Parker (n 8); Mares (n 8).

23 It is noteworthy that the U.S. Supreme Court has recently lifted the limit on how much any one person can donate to a political campaign, while retaining that an individual can give a maximum of $5,200 to a single candidate. See McCutcheon v. Federal Electoral Commission, 572 U.S.____, 134 S. Ct. 1434 (2014).


27 See further Section VIII.
Consider, a hypothetical example where this careful balance is overthrown by a failure to fulfil public responsibility. Government Z denies Prisoner A the right to vote even though A is a member of a minority that is disproportionately represented in the prison population. If Prisoner A has a liberty or equality right to vote which Government Z has violated, A will have a legal cause of action. However, Prisoner A has limited legal recourse for governmental redress, when there is no such governmental duty to act.

The conceptual and functional challenge is to articulate, in a coherent, persuasive and authoritative way, the nature and limits of Government Z’s responsibility for fair elections. Insofar as Government Z has a responsibility not to deny fair and equal treatment to citizens like A in the conduct of elections, Z is arguably responsible to protect A’s important communal interests that are incompletely, selectively, incoherently, or simply not expressed as legal duties owed by Z. The issue to be determined is whether Government Z ought to be publicly responsible for the discriminatory effect of its election laws in the absence of such a duty. The basis for such public responsibilities is to redress the social and political interest which governments like Z may be unwilling or disinclined to recognise, for reasons of political expediency, or by the government’s failure to appreciate the systemic disadvantages existing voting laws have on voters like A.

**Illustration: Voter Requirements with Discriminatory Effects in the U.S.**

Let us assume that laws requiring voters to have identification (ID) systemically disadvantage permanent residents or citizens who are non-English speaking immigrants, compared to English speaking persons born within the U.S. One response is that voter ID laws are *per se* legitimate in order to avoid voter impersonation. The verification of identity is a legal requirement — indeed a responsibility — placed on each and every voter, including recent non-English speaking immigrants. Another response is that voter impersonation is so occasional as not to justify the discriminatory effect of requiring voter IDs. Each position is arguable. However, the point is that communal interests ought not to be excluded on grounds that they are morally and not legally determined; it is a responsibility of governments to consider each position in enacting, modifying, or withdrawing voter ID laws.

On one side, is the view that governments should be subject to minimal legal duties in protecting rights grounded in social justice, given the variability of such rights. On the other side, is a view that social justice is inherent and evolving and that governments have an expansive responsibility to enhance social justice, such as in protecting visible minorities from acts of discrimination in voting. Typifying this concern was the recent divided 2014 U.S. Supreme Court decision, *United States v Texas*, in which the minority held that the government, in enacting voting laws which denied prisoners and parolees the right to vote had acted discriminatorily insofar as African Americans were disproportionately represented in prisons. The perceived result is likely to be that the Texan Government failed to exercise its powers to govern responsibly, notwithstanding the decision of the majority to the contrary.

---


21 On the tension between liberty and equality rights, see Leon E Trakman, ‘Substantive Equality in Constitutional Jurisprudence: Meaning within Meaning’ (1994) 7 CILJ 27.


A widely cited earlier illustration is the case of *Muntaqim v Coombe*. There, the Plaintiff, an African American, challenged the disenfranchisement of prisoners under the Voting Rights Act (the Act). While the Act was not illegal in denying prisoners and parolees the right to vote, it was argued that such a restriction collided with fundamental principles of democracy, in which the right to vote was fundamental. Emphasising dissension in the court in resolving this issue, the Second Circuit granted an *in banc* review by all active judges on the Court, after a three-judge panel ruled against the Plaintiff. The review held that Section 2 of the New York Voting Rights Act did not permit such a challenge to prisoner disenfranchisement. However, in 2006 the Second Circuit dismissed the claim on the grounds that the Plaintiff lacked standing because he was not a resident of the State of New York and that the court lacked jurisdiction to hear his case.

## III. Principled Arguments Against Imposing Public Responsibilities

The case for governmental responsibilities for electoral integrity is not without conceptual and functional challenges, namely: that governments should only be subject to duties that are correlative to the rights of the electorate.

The case against maintaining a legal responsibility beyond a duty that is correlative to a right is, arguably, illustrated by a woman’s right to reproductive autonomy. If a woman has autonomy over her body, she ought not be subject to a responsibility in the absence of any discernible right or power that denies her that autonomy. Any after-the-fact infraction upon her reproductive rights, such as imposing on her a responsibility towards the foetus in exercising her reproductive rights or in protecting the integrity of her body, would constitute unfair surprise and amount to an unfair act. If she is not subject to a legal responsibility for the foetus, why should an individual, corporation, or government be held responsible for electoral practices that allegedly undermine the integrity of an electoral system, but to which they owe no legal duty?

By parallel reasoning, a conceptual argument against imposing public responsibilities on Government Z in the absence of A’s correlative citizen’s right is that Government Z ought to have the power to determine the boundaries of its rights and duties. Insofar as it enjoys the power to determine when to pass legislation to regulate electoral irregularities, it alone should so determine, even if its laws are regressive in comparison to international laws. Expressed constitutionally, it is ordinarily the right of the executive arm of government to determine whether, when, and how to adopt an international convention on the protection of political, social, and economic rights, similar to a convention on the protection of the environment; it is not for individuals like A, or less convincingly, communities of individuals, to usurp that power.

The further defence of correlative rights and duties exhausting legal obligations is that there is no place for imposing responsibilities beyond them, for example, in relation to participation in elections. In particular, imposing further responsibilities beyond rights and duties will threaten to produce a flood of legal obligations which the boundaries of its rights and duties.27 Insofar as it enjoys the power to determine when to pass legislation to regulate electoral irregularities,28 it alone should so determine, even if its laws are regressive in comparison to international laws.29 Expressed constitutionally, it is ordinarily the right of the executive arm of government to determine whether, when, and how to adopt an international convention on the protection of political, social, and economic rights, similar to a convention on the protection of the environment; it is not for individuals like A, or less convincingly, communities of individuals, to usurp that power.30

The further defence of correlative rights and duties exhausting legal obligations is that there is no place for imposing responsibilities beyond them, for example, in relation to participation in elections. In particular, imposing further responsibilities beyond rights and duties will threaten to produce a flood of legal obligations which the boundaries of its rights and duties. Insofar as it enjoys the power to determine when to pass legislation to regulate electoral irregularities, it alone should so determine, even if its laws are regressive in comparison to international laws. Expressed constitutionally, it is ordinarily the right of the executive arm of government to determine whether, when, and how to adopt an international convention on the protection of political, social, and economic rights, similar to a convention on the protection of the environment; it is not for individuals like A, or less convincingly, communities of individuals, to usurp that power.

The further defence of correlative rights and duties exhausting legal obligations is that there is no place for imposing responsibilities beyond them, for example, in relation to participation in elections. In particular, imposing further responsibilities beyond rights and duties will threaten to produce a flood of legal obligations which the boundaries of its rights and duties. Insofar as it enjoys the power to determine when to pass legislation to regulate electoral irregularities, it alone should so determine, even if its laws are regressive in comparison to international laws. Expressed constitutionally, it is ordinarily the right of the executive arm of government to determine whether, when, and how to adopt an international convention on the protection of political, social, and economic rights, similar to a convention on the protection of the environment; it is not for individuals like A, or less convincingly, communities of individuals, to usurp that power.
claims which neither electoral officers nor national courts can reasonably sustain. Moreover, determining the boundaries of public responsibilities will be tenuous at best and arbitrary at worst.

Similarly, to hold persons beyond governments, such as corporations, liable for electoral fraud in a manner similar to how they are held liable for environmental pollution, would unfairly surprise them, by imposing responsibilities on them in the absence of their violating specific legal rights. If it is the populace at large that is harmed by deleterious electoral practices, similar to how it is the whole populace that is negatively affected by the emission of noxious gasses, if there is no basis to establish the violation of another right such as in tort, then there should be no legal recourse. By parallel reasoning, if Individual X or Corporation Y is not subject to an election law governing their electoral practices, neither should be held legally responsible for that law's deficiencies, just as a corporation should not be responsible for gas emissions that are in compliance with environmental laws.

The problem with this reasoning is that it does not recognise the need for public responsibilities precisely because the legal duties to act are absent, incomplete, or imperfect. None of this ignores legal duties that governments and individuals owe on account of the correlative rights of others. Governmental rights and powers remain important including protecting the foundations of democratic elections. However, insofar as a right to participate in governance gives rise to governance duties, that are incomplete or imperfect in nature, imposing public responsibilities on governments can affirm and, where appropriate, extend those duties. One example of this is by impeding governments or powerful elites from undermining community efforts to exercise those electoral rights along ethnic or other lines. Such a public responsibility in governance can also supplement other legal remedies for wrongfulness in the conduct of elections, notably in criminal law.

The challenge in articulating the content of a public responsibility, which may conflict with certain relatively established values, also derives from the fact that a public responsibility is communal in nature. Therefore, it encompasses collective interests beyond the formally constituted rights of voters like Prisoner A. This adds to the complexity of fulfilling public responsibilities with reference to public interest that may not necessarily accord with the individual interest of A alone.

The key dilemma in determining a government’s public responsibilities in international law is the perception that “[t]he core organising principles — sovereignty, formal equality, independence, and non-intervention in each other’s internal affairs,” remain central limits on the states governments’ responsibilities to each other, as they did in 1648 when the Treaty of Westphalia was signed.

IV. The Case for Constitutionalising Public Responsibilities

A. The Public Responsibility Imperative

Despite the noted reservations above, it is arguable that the pragmatic rationale for governmental responsibilities to citizens within a democratic state is justified where governance duties are absent, incompletely articulated, or difficult to enforce in relation to important political interests.

First, the public interest in redressing political corruption, such as through vote-rigging, self-evidently subverts the transparent conduct of elections. Second, the interest in addressing acts of political corruption ordinarily falls to governments themselves to prosecute electioneering fraud in criminal law, rather than

---

41 On the conceptual and functional limitations associated with correlative rights and duties, see Section II.
42 On corporate social responsibility, see (n 7) and (n 20).
43 One might question the extent to which consumers have rights and responsibilities, such as to preserve the environment. See further Garry Chapman and Gary Hodges, Consumer Rights and Responsibilities (MacMillan 2008). On responsibility, beyond correlative legal duties, for environmental damage, see Trakman and Gatien (n 1) 215; Leon E Trakman and Sean Mark Gatien, ‘Rethinking International Environmental Rights and Responsibilities’ in Leon E Trakman and others, Doing Business in Mexico (Transnational Legal 2003).
44 There are persuasive critics who point out that “jural correlatives” are discussed more in the abstract than in concrete cases, with the only major work applying this theory allegedly emanating from Walter Wheeler Cook in 1921 see Morton J Horowitz, ‘Hoffeld’s Influence On Legal Thought’ in The Transformation of American Law, 1870–1960: The Crisis of Legal Orthodoxy (OUP 1992).
relying on extra-territorial institutions such as the International Criminal Court.\textsuperscript{47} Third, the public prosecution of electioneering wrongdoing is only effective insofar as governments recognise that they have rights, or powers so to act, and are willing to exercise them to address the abuse of electoral laws.\textsuperscript{48} The fourth argument is an extension of the third, that, should governments fail to exercise those powers, the consequence of that non-exercise may undermine independent elections.\textsuperscript{49}

The fifth argument is that the understanding that a sovereign state includes citizens’ rights,\textsuperscript{50} citizens have the right to protect the democratic nature of elections through their right to vote out a government that fails to redress such acts of fraud.\textsuperscript{51} These citizens’ rights however, are often subject to delay and depend on whether and when a government in power is ready to call elections. Further, they are dependent on the government’s will to address such acts as electioneering fraud.\textsuperscript{52}

Sixth, and the most essential argument in this article, is that if governments fail to exercise their powers responsibly to redress the transparent conduct of elections, citizens should have the right to compel such action for the common good. If governments do not identify, investigate and prosecute electioneering offences both effectively and fairly, citizens should have the residuary rights to redress those acts of electioneering fraud responsibly.\textsuperscript{53}

Viewed conceptually, it is deficient to insist that the citizenry at large can vote out a government that rigs elections, engages in ballot-stuffing, or disenfranchises voters—or that individuals close to that government do so and sanctions are not imposed on them. Viewed functionally, election fraud usually occurs before or during elections that are periodic and are usually called for by the ruling government within a time span which it may protract, particularly if it feels politically vulnerable to an electoral backlash of election tampering. The formal acts of the executive, such as a president or governor-general dismissing a government, is only determinative if that executive officer is willing to do that act; which may well not be the case.\textsuperscript{54}

Countering these arguments however, is the spectre of a government in a so-called democracy acting lawlessly. It is precisely the omission in failing to prosecute criminal offenders for political ends, or for legitimating lawlessness—and indeed a fraud on the citizenry as a whole—that a government acts irresponsibly. It is not plausible to insist that a government today has absolute, indivisible and inalienable sovereign power and even less plausible to suggest that governments enjoy such powers as though they are synonymous with a nation state.\textsuperscript{55}

The scaremonger response that a potential plethora of citizens bringing actions to redress alleged abuses of the electoral process would produce chaos is countered by the requirement that citizens can only proceed legally if they can establish their standing, individually or collectively, to bring such actions. This includes their having sufficient causes of action and evidence verifying their claims.\textsuperscript{56} Whether or not such powers of the electorate are realistic is arguable. However, they would be in addition to political parties having the legal right to apply to have election results set aside on grounds of voting irregularities which ordinarily


\textsuperscript{48} See Broomhall (n 47) Section VIII.

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{50} See further (n 2).

\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{52} See further Douglas (n 75).

\textsuperscript{53} The governmental dilemma in protecting the rights of individuals, while also protecting the common or social good which may diverge from those rights is reflected in both liberal and communitarian discourse. Liberal scholars such as John Rawls, Charles Taylor and community-focused theorists such as Michael Sandel all accept the importance of individual and community values in rights discourse. However, they diverge over whether and when “the self” (individual) ought to be prioritised over “the other” (the community or “the good”). See eg John Rawls, \textit{The Law of Peoples; with the idea of Public Reason revisited} (Harvard UP 1999) ch 3. See further Section VII.

\textsuperscript{54} On the dismissal in Australia of the Whitlam Government by Governor General Kerr in 1975, see George Williams, Sean Brennan and Andrew Lynch, \textit{Blackshield and Williams Australian Constitutional Law and Theory} (6th edn, Federation Press 2014) 361–5. On an earlier dismissal of the government in New South Wales, see \textit{Attorney-General (NSW) v Trethowan} (1931) 44 CLR 394; affirmed (1932) AC 526.

\textsuperscript{55} Cohen (n 3).

must be brought during or directly after an election within this restricted time frame and on evidence of systematic irregularities. Such a pre-emptive challenge would also vary from *quo warranto* proceedings brought somewhat after an election.

**B. The International Basis for Public Responsibility**

Reinforcing these governmental responsibilities are international law claims that a government is responsible for international wrongs, arguably, including systemic abuse of the political process such as excluding minorities from voting. In the international sphere, the difficulties of delineating the boundaries and providing content to public responsibility have similarly been debated. As Roberto Ago commented on the task of determining the principles governing the responsibility of states for international wrongs, that “it is one thing to define a rule and the content of the obligation it imposes, and another to determine whether that obligation has been violated and what should be the consequences of the violation.”

Determining a government’s public responsibilities is particularly difficult with regard to governments that either denying a right to vote to a class of prisoners that have committed a particularly heinous crime, or restricting the right to free speech of Electoral Candidate X.

Despite this difficulty, concern about states’ governments not being subject to adequate responsibilities to citizens is increasingly evident in evolving fields of international law which include, for many new democracies, emerging rights to fully participate in free elections. This internationalisation of “internal” excesses, such as rampant governmental corruption in national elections, is reflected in “the progressive development” of customary international law and, more cautiously, is embodied in secondary principles of international law relating to the obligations of states for international wrongs.

Despite this positive understanding of state responsibilities, the difficulty is in determining the boundaries of “secondary principles” of responsibility imposed on states. This is most salient in relation to wrongs perpetuated against the state’s own citizenry, such as national electoral fraud, as distinct from wrongs done to other states and their subjects. The issue is the perceived insularity of nation states’ governments from international accountability for electoral fraud, and indeterminacy in the contestation of allegedly fraudulent elections. Further accentuating this lack of international accountability is the perception that electoral irregularities in new democracies represent “soft” law in which democratic elections are treated as tenuous means of protecting emerging, rather than emerged, human rights. Such difficulties are accentuated when governments insist that the “right” of ethnic, religious or other minorities to participate in national elections is religiously or morally, rather than legally, determined, or restricting the right to vote to a class of prisoners that have committed a particularly heinous crime, or restricting the right to free speech of Electoral Candidate X.

Despite this difficulty, concern about states’ governments not being subject to adequate responsibilities to citizens is increasingly evident in evolving fields of international law which include, for many new democracies, emerging rights to fully participate in free elections. This internationalisation of “internal” excesses, such as rampant governmental corruption in national elections, is reflected in “the progressive development” of customary international law and, more cautiously, is embodied in secondary principles of international law relating to the obligations of states for international wrongs.

Despite this positive understanding of state responsibilities, the difficulty is in determining the boundaries of “secondary principles” of responsibility imposed on states. This is most salient in relation to wrongs perpetuated against the state’s own citizenry, such as national electoral fraud, as distinct from wrongs done to other states and their subjects. The issue is the perceived insularity of nation states’ governments from international accountability for electoral fraud, and indeterminacy in the contestation of allegedly fraudulent elections. Further accentuating this lack of international accountability is the perception that electoral irregularities in new democracies represent “soft” law in which democratic elections are treated as tenuous means of protecting emerging, rather than emerged, human rights. Such difficulties are accentuated when governments insist that the “right” of ethnic, religious or other minorities to participate in national elections is religiously or morally, rather than legally, determined, or restricting the right to vote to a class of prisoners that have committed a particularly heinous crime, or restricting the right to free speech of Electoral Candidate X.

**V. Giving Content to Public Responsibilities**

However much public responsibilities may originate in “imperfect obligations” grounded in morality, they are only sustainable in law if they are constitutionally, or at least legally, recognised and enforced.

---


58 See Section VII. In such cases it must be established that the official in issue was holding office illegally.

59 See Section VIII. In such cases it must be established that the official in issue was holding office illegally.


61 See further (n 94), (n 98) and (n 99).

62 On the difficulty in determining when human rights are, in fact, legal rights, see Rowan Cruft, ‘Human Rights as Rights’ in G Ernst and J Heilinger (eds), *The Philosophy of Human Rights: Contemporary Controversies* (De Gruyter 2011).


65 According to John Austin, “imperfect laws” prescribe action, but lack the threat of punishment or legal sanctions. See Rumble (n 3).
A governmental responsibility for electoral fairness, in falling outside a duty-right correlative relationship, is not jural in nature.\textsuperscript{66} It is however, arguably enforceable on constitutional grounds.\textsuperscript{67} There are two broad but non-exhaustive areas in which to determine the constitutionality of governmental responsibilities: “first, the merits of giving constitutional recognition to responsibilities; second, the possible recognition at a constitutional level of rights relating to . . . social justice and the welfare state . . . .”\textsuperscript{68} Arguably, promoting “good administration” includes redressing electoral fraud that undermines the administration of justice. The overriding function in constitutionalising such public responsibilities is to ensure that they are both understood and respected including by the government responsible for administering them.\textsuperscript{69} As a result, it is necessary for public responsibilities to be principled in nature, not only pragmatically determined.

A principled approach towards legitimating public responsibilities involves disputing a formal legal system that is confined by jural correlatives and opposites -- rights, no-rights, privileges, duties, powers, disabilities and immunities -- and that excludes responsibilities as being non-conceptual and therefore, non-legal in character.\textsuperscript{70} For legal responsibilities to transcend these jural relationships, legal responsibilities for electoral integrity need to explicate social and political interests as legal, not only moral, requirements and as not being permanently separated from law.\textsuperscript{71} This is introduced in Section VI immediately below while the legal and functional basis of public responsibilities are addressed in greater details in Section VII.

**VI. The Proportionality of ‘Responsible’ Actions**

The conceptual defence of a public responsibility for electoral integrity should be circumscribed in a manner that is comparable to, but distinct from, a legal duty. In particular, the remedy for failing to fulfil a public responsibility should be commensurable with the social interest in issue and not disproportionate to the allegedly irresponsible act giving rise to that remedy. For example, the remedy for a government, corporation, or individual for engaging in electoral fraud should be commensurate with the public harm arising from it that harm and should not exceed it.

As a result, a constitutional democracy is supported by imposing a responsibility on a government to prosecute electoral fraud and other electoral irregularities in the absence of formal legal duties. Should the government fail to exercise that responsibility, or do so partially or imperfectly, it would not be disproportionate to allow public actions by voting citizens to ensure on-going governmental accountability to the electorates that empower them.

To ensure that public responsibilities are relied upon appropriately, the person or persons, such as members of minorities, who are alleged to be systemically denied their voting rights, must establish an \textit{a priori} case in support of that responsibility to invoke a remedial action. This includes the need to establish the political, economic, or social importance of the communal interest impacted by that denial, and the failure of the government to address it, such as in providing discrete minorities with limited access to voting stations, whether intentionally or otherwise. The persons prosecuting allegations of irresponsible governance
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must demonstrate their legal standing to make the claim. Such standing to proceed could conceivably be restricted to recognised political entities, such as political parties, rather than a plethora of individuals giving rise to a flood of claims.

The legal application of these principles to the illustration of electoral fraud should identify the basis for the government being responsible for the prosecution of electoral fraud; the importance of the electoral interest which the government failed to protect, and the standing of political parties, classes of persons or other private citizens to invoke that governmental failure to bring a claim.

Illustration: Applying Proportionality to Discriminatory Voting Requirements in the U.S.

To return to an earlier illustration, it is arguable that governments, in devising laws governing the conduct of elections, have at least an affirmative responsibility to balance the political and social benefits of enacting laws restricting the voting rights of prisoners and parolees on grounds that, while not formally discriminating against African Americans, those laws have a disproportionately greater impact on them. Such a responsibility arguably extends beyond the broader policy consideration as to whether denying prisoners en masse the “democratic” right to vote is discriminatory in relation to those entitled to vote.

This is not to claim that federal and state governments in the U.S. are required to exercise affirmative responsibilities that would protect the democratic rights of a minority of aspirant voters, which are conceivably at variance with the democratic rights of a greater number of others who are entitled to vote because they are not incarcerated or parolees at the time of voting. For example, imposing an affirmative responsibility on governments to enact voter ID laws, or laws requiring voters to show a photographic identification at the polls, can root out fraud arising from the in-person impersonation of a voter. Such laws however, can deny voters’ rights to the four to eight percent of persons in most U.S. states who do not have proper identification and who are not identified with voter fraud or related voting irregularities.

Determining the nature of government responsibility in such cases is not self-evident, particularly in light of competing normative implications arising from voter ID laws. For example, it is plausible to maintain that state governments are legally responsible to pass voter ID laws to protect important political and social interests in “electoral integrity”, as the Supreme Court recently held in United States v Texas. In this case the Supreme Court allowed Texas to enforce its voter identification law. However, it is also plausible for governments not to legislate in this way if there is limited evidence of such fraud and if such an enactment is more likely to undermine, rather than promote, the sanctity of voting rights in a democracy, such as by having a discriminatory effect on minorities. As Justice Ginsburg argued in her dissenting opinion in United States v Texas: “The greatest threat to public confidence in elections in this case is the prospect of enforcing a purposefully discriminatory law, one that likely imposes an unconstitutional poll tax and risks denying the right to vote to hundreds of thousands of eligible voters.”

Despite the absence of a correlative legal duty to the rights of prospective voters, in choosing whether, when, and how to regulate voter identification, governments can be expected to balance
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the costs and benefits of passing voting laws in exercising their affirmative responsibilities. A government, for example, may act responsibly in passing an ID law requiring photo IDs to avoid voters being impersonated, if doing so does not disproportionately disenfranchise more voters who do not have IDs and are not associated with voter fraud. The governmental responsibility in each case, arguably, is to balance the social benefits and harm in determining whether and if so, in what manner to enact voter ID laws. Governments that engage in such an assessment along public interest lines, arguably, exercise their legal responsibilities in the absence of a per se duty to do so.

VII. Remedies: Claims Brought by Individuals

Construed expansively, an individual citizen’s violation of a duty owed to the state constitutes a violation of the rights of everyone within that state. In effect, the criminal justice system imposes duties on everyone to not engage in such violations; it gives rise to a duty owed to the state broadly construed, including to the citizenry as a whole that is negatively impacted by those violations. The government acts as a sovereign on behalf of the state, including all citizens. Its powers include the right of criminal prosecution and enforcement. According to a formal construction of governmental rights or powers and duties, those powers cannot be exercised other than through duly constituted constitutional, legislative, executive, or judicial action. Individuals therefore, do not ordinarily have the right or power to act other than through these governmental authorities.

The first problem relates to the conceptual nature of correlative rights and duties. If the citizenry as a community at large enjoys the right to vote in free elections by not being subject to electoral fraud or other irregularities, then it is logical, under a theory of correlative rights and duties, for the government, in representing all citizens, to redress that fraud rather than rely on individuals or groups of citizens to do so instead. Alternatively conceived, citizens do not have per se legal rights of action to redress those alleged fraudulent acts criminally however much they may have civil rights of action against anyone, including the government, who violates their individual rights.

In functional terms, insofar as correlative rights or powers and duties accord with sovereign powers to a government, that government has the right and, indeed, the power to decide when to prosecute such acts as electioneering fraud. The criminal justice system, however independent an arm of government it may be, is sometimes built upon the conceptual and functional foundation of governments presenting cases to the courts for public prosecution. This is notably so in the United States and Switzerland where private prosecutions are exceptional, in contrast to Germany and France where they are more readily available. Private prosecutions have limited scope in Commonwealth jurisdictions.

The second problem is functional because it conceives of how individual citizens can impose a duty upon the government, an official or individual who engages in electioneering fraud. It is functionally difficult to determine how an individual can bring a private action against another individual, such as an electoral candidate or an official, for engaging in such fraud, other than through the government representing voters at large in prosecuting offenders criminally for electioneering fraud. The fact that private rights of action sometimes are available, such as through a quo warranto writ in elections in the United States, merely attests
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to a statutory determination that governments may be declared functionally responsible, beyond formal legal duties, to redress alleged electoral irregularities in elections.87

The third problem is that individuals may lack the right to enforce the duties owed by others to not engage in electioneering fraud as a preserve of the criminal justice system. The citizenry as a collective ought to have that right through a constitutional or legal challenge, not limited to actions by political parties, to prosecute those responsible for election rigging, such as already exists in some U.S. states.88 In these cases there would still need to be some commensurability and proportionality between the rights of political parties or other citizens’ groups to bring such challenges against a ruling party, or constituents of it, for violating the electoral process. Such a challenge is conceivable under the Federal Corrupt Practices Act in the United States89 which is directed at redressing deficiencies in election contest provisions in state law.90

The fourth problem is the prospect of a plethora of frivolous and vexatious legal actions including those founded under the guise of political opportunism in which private prosecution is used to sublimate governments or render them dysfunctional.91 This concern inheres in public interest litigation; it can also be addressed by requiring claimants to establish viable causes of action and standing to prosecute claims as a priori prerequisites to public action.92 It is, nevertheless, a valid concern.

A related problem is that courts may be reluctant to hear private prosecutions of voting irregularities on grounds that the matters are subject to public prosecution, including through established public offices, such as the Commissioner for Elections who is responsible for scrutinising elections in the United States, as in Canada.93

Further challenging is that Congressional – or Parliamentary – governance, functioning along party lines, is sometimes ill-suited to redress allegations of fraud by a ruling party, its officials, or other alleged offenders purporting to act in its interests. These concerns are not purely academic. They are reflected in electoral concerns raised in the United States in 2014 relating to large-scale voting by non-citizens;94 bribery and corruption by two Democratic state legislators;95 early ballot irregularities;96 illegal incentives to distort voting preference97 and improper use of ID and registration documents.98 Such concerns about electoral fraud also have a lengthy history in both developing and developed countries and are by no means limited to the United States.99

Also problematic is expecting a government to pass laws directed at scrutinising electoral practice. Such an approach poses political challenges, especially when the investigation is likely to cause the government political damage at the polls.100 Its power to identify abuses of the electoral process is also unavoidably
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imperilled by conflicts of interest in regulating itself and its officials, while its public accountability through subsequent elections lack immediate effect.

Further, any system purporting to ensure that governments act responsibly can be oversold. For example, _quo warranto_ prerogative writs are potentially overbroad in their scope if they are construed to mean: “We the people have the ability to take charge of our government through the use of _Quo warranto_, [that] this was given to us by our founding fathers for the purpose of removing a power holding office who we deem harmful to our country.”

_Quo warranto_ prerogative writs were and are not intended as commonplace instruments for the unbridled use of electorates seeking to remove unpopular governments.

This is not to claim that the federal and state governments have avoided their responsibilities in redressing voting irregularities generally. The contrary is evident. For example, all fifty U.S. states have adopted “election contest” provisions by which either the losing candidate or a voter can challenge election results based on some irregularity that allegedly altered the election outcome. In such cases, the candidate and, particularly, an aggrieved voter may lack a pre-existing legal right giving rise to a correlative governmental duty to redress that alleged election irregularity. This extends beyond the duty of state governments to act responsibly in empowering losing candidates or voters to apply to courts or other tribunals to resolve alleged election irregularities.

### VIII. Remedies: Responsible Government Action

The _quo warranto_ prerogative writ does illustrate how a court or tribunal can remedy the failure of members of government to act responsibly following their election to office. A few states employ the common law prerogative writ of _quo warranto_, which allows a court or a tribunal to oust someone from office if the person is serving “illegally.” This _quo warranto_ writ is also available at any time, even long after the election, if there is evidence that the person who so acted is improperly holding office. _Quo warranto_ prerogative writs are rarely invoked in practice. An example is to oust an elected member of the legislature for having breached election laws at the time of his or her election. _Quo warranto_ writs however, can remedy irresponsible governance arising from voting irregularities that potentially threaten the integrity of the voting system.

Further, there are various U.S. federal and state bodies that are responsible for criminal investigations that focus on prosecuting election crimes. These bodies monitor elections and bring criminal prosecutions if they find evidence of criminality, such as voters’ fraud.
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Governments are also constantly in search of new ways to improve the integrity of the voting system, such as by devising new methods of detecting voting irregularities in electronic voting systems.

What is suspect, however, is an expansive conception of government sovereignty in which governmental powers such as over the conduct of elections is presented as absolute, indivisible, and inalienable. Such a notion is overbroad in both its nature and application. It undermines the governments’ accountability to voters for not holding the government responsible through electoral laws, for using inadequate methods of detecting voting irregularities, and for failing to redress systemic discrimination in voting laws in order to protect individual rights that are not in need of such protection.

This concern is all the more justified given the range of potential election frauds that are perpetrated, in multiple countries in recent history. Examples include: governments manipulating electoral districts and demographics; disenfranchising voters or enfranchising unqualified voters; providing misleading and confusing information to voters; attempting to intimidate voters; ballot stuffing; tampering with electronic voting machines; misuse of proxy votes; and destroying or otherwise invalidating ballots, among other illegal acts.

IX. Conclusion

This article critiques the expansive nature of governmental powers and the correlative duty of citizens to comply with those powers. It maintains that, should federal and state governments fail to exercise their powers, they are not ordinarily subject to duties due to the absence of correlative rights of citizens to compel governmental action. Citizens have limited recourse, other than through subsequent elections, to compel governments to protect their electoral rights, such as through limitedly available private prosecutions, or costly civil suits. In response, this article extends the conception of legal responsibilities to compel governments to govern fairly and effectively in the democratic interest.

One can conceive of the responsibilities of governments, such as to prosecute electoral offenders, as legal duties arising from constitutions, legislation or judicial decisions, in a similar manner to the duties imposed on employers by employment contracts, sanctioned by legislation, to protect the rights of employees against workplace. However, such electoral laws may fail to delineate public rights that are correlative to public duties owed by governments to the citizenry, or to groups or classes within that citizenry. Moreover, the conception of sovereignty, in ascribing powers to governments to determine when to exercise their electoral powers within a constitutional democracy, may unduly insulate governments from corresponding legal duties to act in the public interest.

In arguing for imposing public responsibilities on governments, the purpose is not to encourage, nor indeed facilitate, a flood of public interest claims by a myriad of individual citizens against the government, but to promote on-going accountability in the process of governance itself. Actions against governments for engaging in, or tolerating, election irregularities ought to be subject to transparent requirements. However, citizens challenging such governmental action ought also to act responsibly, including by establishing a justiciable cause of action, demonstrating standing, and adducing evidence that a claim is not frivolous or vexatious. This article has argued that, by imposing such public responsibilities on governments, elected offices, and citizens alike, electoral systems can redress restrictive conceptions of correlative rights and duties as well as overbroad notions of governmental sovereignty. The foundation of such responsibilities is to ensure neither more nor less than fairness in the conduct of public elections.
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